CAMCIG Conference Call Minutes  
August 4, 2008  
2:30-4:00 PM

Present:  
UCSD -- Linda Barnhart (chair); UCB -- Armanda Barone; UCD -- Xiaoli Li; UCI -- Vicki Grahame; UCLA -- Sara Layne; UCM – Jim Dooley; UCR -- Manuel Urrizola; UCSC -- Lai-Ying Hsiung; CDL – Rebecca Doherty; UCSF – Bea Mallek

Absent:  
HOTS: Brad Eden

1. **California documents collaborative project**

   - Armanda said that UCB’s proposal will begin on Sept. 1 for a period of 6 months. An assessment is planned for March 2009. See Linda’s email SCP CalDocs proposal follow-up report on August 26.
   - UCLA reports that copies will be kept during the WorldCat Pilot period.
   - It was agreed that the 5 campuses selectors will have to develop guidelines for selection. Sara will share a spreadsheet developed by the UCLA selector to track date including time spent on selection.
   - It is expected as part of this project for the original catalogers to enhance substandard copy.
   - It is agreed that all participating campuses will make a commitment to do original serial as well as monographs cataloging.
   - It was proposed that archive should be done at the point of cataloging in terms of workflow. The group discussed that there should be an University-wide archive and whether GILS have the resources to develop the archive. Xiaoli will report back to group about the CalDoc archive project UCD has been piloting with the State Library.

3. **Next CAMCIG Chair**

   Amanda Barone will chair CAMCIG for 2008-2009. Linda has posted remaining minutes and draft annual report.

4. **Announces/Updates**

   Report from the ALA, OCLC’s policy has changed, and now calls for creating a parallel record for any non-English record, including vendor records. No specific discussion took place.
Next phone call: September 8, 2008
Recorder: Sara

Tentative agenda items:

- Cataloging at the network level (Brad’s paper): any further thoughts or actions?
- Campus poll on local bib data